Digital Mixer Shower

tritonshowers.co.uk/digital

HOST
vision…
Our vision has always been to design and craft
aspirational yet practical showering solutions in
Britain for the British market and the HOST digital
shower is no different.
We understand that making a good first
impression counts, especially when showering
is such an emotional experience.
HOST has been designed to incorporate personalised
intuitive control with comfort whilst delivering
outstanding performance.

#firstthing

3 Beautiful
finishes to
suit any
bathroom
Ideal for injecting a little high-tech into your first thing,
digital showers blend first rate performance with cutting
edge design.
A digital shower should be the first thing on the shopping list
for tech savvy shower users. Stylish, contemporary and highly
personal. A wide range of mix-and-match accessories is also
available to create the look you desire.
There’s a digital option for every type of home hot water
system including those with a combi boiler. Plus you can
choose a single or dual outlet which includes a diverter to
overhead shower or handset, or both.

Sian Astley - moregeous.com

“I’m an interior designer helping to make homes more than
gorgeous! I’ve created the spectacular bathrooms in this
brochure showcasing the HOST digital shower to give
you plenty of inspiration!”

@Moregeous

makeitmoregeous

Shower
choice
Create the perfect shower for your bathroom
with the HOST digital mixer.

Finishes
Choose from three colours. Sleek Black and
Cloud Grey both with a satin dial or Crisp
White with a chrome dial for a touch of
sparkle. Select either a black or blue display
screen background.

Outlets
The HOST can supply either a single outlet
or two outlets simultaneously and so offers a
great alternative to a standard diverter mixer
shower. Choose from our range of appealing
wall or ceiling fed shower accessories to
complete the look.

Locations
Wireless so you are free to position the spray
proof shower controller anywhere in the
bathroom (within 10 metres of the mixer box).
Also, no wires make it easy to upgrade any
existing digital mixer shower. For those who
prefer to have a wired option, a 10m cable is
supplied to run behind your new chosen tiles.

Systems
There is a HOST digital mixer shower for every
type of hot water system. As we have options
for high or low pressure, that means the
HOST range is suitable for combi’s, mains fed,
cylinders and gravity fed cylinders.

Accessories
Whether the décor is understated or bold,
HOST can be selected with a choice of Mix &
Match fixed shower heads, secondary handsets
and holders to complement any scheme.
Alternatively, for simplicity opt for an
All- in-One pack which brings together the
most popular combinations.
Affordable
Style

Shower
comfort
The HOST digital mixer puts you fully in control of
your showering experience.

Tailored
Configure your shower using the tamperproof
set up menu. Select either a Black or Blue display
screen background, choose your outlet icons,
default outlet and select a maximum shower
temperature and time if desired.

Performance
Superior flow rates and precise temperature
control. Simply fine tune your shower using
16 temperature and 10 flow levels and
over-save your preset when you find the sweet
spot. Customising your shower has never been
easier with Triton’s HOST.

Silent running
The HOST digital mixer is silent running, even the
pumped low pressure version that uses new quiet
motor technology. So whether you’re a sun-up
survivor or early morning escapist, you are free to
shower any time of the day or night.

Remote - Warm up
Optional portable wireless remote start/stop with
warm up function so you can turn on the shower
while you grab a bit longer in bed. The warm up
is completed in minutes and automatically stops
should you return to the land of nod.

“

Our Urban Steel bathroom features a
deep grey colour on the walls softened
with natural white textured brick look
porcelain tiles

”

- Interior Designer Sian Astley moregeous

Personalise
your shower
experience
Choose from a number of built-in presets with our
HOST digital shower, or create and store your own
personal settings.

Energise
A powerful spray to
help you wake up
and feel invigorated.

Relax
A gentle spray to help
you unwind from the
pressures of life.

Just Shower
Regular shower
setting for everyday
showering.

Best selling
combinations

HOST Cloud Grey
Digital Shower

HOST Black
Digital Shower

Single Outlet All In One Packs

HOST White
Digital Shower

Multi Outlet All In One Packs
Ceiling

Ceiling

OR

Wall Fed

OR

Ceiling Fed

Wall Fed and Ceiling Fed

Wall Fed and Ceiling Fed

Alternative riser rails included

Alternative riser rails included

HOSDMCRRCIRS

HOSDMCRRCIRM

HOSDMCHHSQM

HOSDMCRRCIRSP
Pumped for gravity low pressure

HOSDMCRRCIRMP
Pumped for gravity low pressure

HOSDMCHHSQMP
Pumped for gravity low pressure

Individual Accessories

MIX &
MATCH

If you prefer you can
pick individual items
see tritonshowers.co.uk

HOST remote Start Stop with
optional Warm Up
HOSDMRSS

Shower
accessories
As the market leader we want you to have the best start to
the day you can possibly have.
We have designed our accessories with this in mind as they
are critical to the performance of your shower.
There are several popular combinations we have put together
for your HOST shower combining a range of ceiling and wall
fed deluge showerheads that have been matched up with
our handheld showerhead to deliver your unique first thing
shower experience.

We’re here
to help
Customer Services:
+44 (0) 2476 372 222

Installer Hotline:
+44 (0) 2476 378 320

Brochure Enquiries:
+44 (0) 24 7632 4460

Facebook Chat:
m.me/tritonshowers

Enquire:
technical@tritonshowers.co.uk
serviceenquiries@tritonshowers.co.uk

Website:
tritonshowers.co.uk

#firstthing
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